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About Product:
Canopy Buddy is a safe box with light, specially designed to keep your valuables and
things safe. With Canopy Buddy by your side, you will not have to worry about
opportunistic thieves trying to steal your important things such as Ornaments, Credit
Cards, Mobiles, Keys, etc. To make your outdoor camping experience more fun,
enjoyable, and safer, buy our cool-looking safe box with light – Canopy Buddy.
Product Features:
Sometimes it is better to take precautions rather than deal with the consequences.
Almost everyone will have had an experience of getting robbed by opportunistic thieves
at the beach, camping, or picnics. While you are enjoying camping with your family and
friends, pickpockets may get success in stealing your wallet, mobile, car keys, credit
cards, or any other valuables. That’s where, Canopy Buddy, GID’s ultimate safe box
and light steps in.
Canopy Buddy is designed in such a way that it can protect all your valuable things
while also providing you the benefit of switching on the built-in LED light in the dark of
the night. One can store several small valuable items in the safe box as it has a
spacious enough storage area. It comes with a safety vault and a light that can enhance
the overall encounter with nature while camping outdoor. Rechargeable batteries will
power up the LED light for long hours.
Buy our exclusively designed Canopy Buddy – Safe Box and Light to spend a tensionfree and comfortable camping night with your family and friends.
Some of the advantages of Canopy Buddy are:

•
•
•
•

Spacious storage to keep small valuable items
The safety vault will protect all your valuables like Mobile, Credit Cards, etc.
Built-in LED light can brighten up the surrounding area
Rechargeable and long-lasting battery
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Website:
https://canopybuddy.com/
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